
WATER IS LIFE

Nearly 1 Billion. People lack access to safe water. Check out some of the countries where we are working hard to end
the World Water Crisis. Our Global.

When they returned home to Standing Rock in late August, they joined a movement transformed: a standoff
along ND Highway as dozens of armed state and county law enforcement officers protected Dakota Access
pipeline survey crews who had begun their destructive work. Winter loomed, and the camps were abuzz in
cold-weather preparations, all while the movement evolved into dramatic daily direct actions with unarmed
prayer marchers facing down an increasingly militarized police presence alongside armed pipeline security
forces. We bring water filtration technology, economic stimulus and hope to communities ridden with disease
because of contaminated water. I knew we could do it. The corporate plan for gain is not friendly to life, and
they make no mention of having the technology to construct the over-arching bubble that would keep Earth
cities alive as the lung-tearing materials rain down from compressor stations nationwide. We must all commit
to protecting and preserving our water resources! The condition of the people becomes the condition of their
society. Come to Yogaville Wednesday night to join the petition and letter writing to the Air Quality Control
Board because the same company that is ready to pollute our water is also ready to dispense methane gases
and other horrors which are scientifically proven to cause destruction to human and animal respiratory
systems. Later, the Four Directions Walk, Run, March, and Ride was organized when the Army Corps of
Engineers scheduled listening sessions on Standing Rock and a Tribal radio station volunteer showed up with
his new drone to capture footage as the participants converged on the Grand River Casino at the confluence of
the Grand and Missouri Rivers. A movement grounded in direct action, prayer, and ceremony was born. An
uncle from the Taken Alive family held a blanket dance at a small local powwow, yielding a couple hundred
dollars for the mile journey south. Increasing evidence has become available that household water treatment
and safe storage are associated with significant health gains where available water is contaminated. Fatigue
and lethargy become common place. And yet, hundreds of products and services are available that can help
local people access, treat and clean their water; however, in the areas where they are needed most, these
solutions are not readily available. Water resources can be abundant at some times and in some places, but
extremely sparse in others. Not a single arrestee has yet been charged with possession of a weapon. Water is
life! This is the time to stand for something in life. Dr Bulambo also explains that drinking water helps to
relieve fatigue, saying that when one feels exhausted, there is a high chance that it could be due to inadequate
consumption of water which may tire the body. And your body's need for water to run OUR systems!
Everyone had a story to share of struggles to protect precious homelands and waters from aggressive
extractive industries. One by product from not having access to clean drinking water â€” Stunting. One needs
to drink sufficient water to help the body properly break down food. There are simple solutions. A simple
water filter makes a significant impact to our nutrient base what we put in our bodies â€” including water. See
More. He says that some people are consumed with work and refrain from water consumption, saying it could
affect the kidneys. Precipitation, which replenishes groundwater and surface water resources, does not fall
evenly over the face of the Earth. Globally, an estimated one in four children under age 5 suffer from stunting.
I believe it was called The Fifth Sacred Thing. According to Mayo Clinic, The Institute of Medicine
determined that an adequate intake AI for men is roughly about 13 cups 3 liters of total beverages a day while
for women is about 9 cups 2. Traditional philanthropy alone will not solve the current world-wide water crisis.
Therefore one needs to take the sufficient amount. The Dakota Access Pipeline was coming, despite more than
two years of objections raised directly to the company, Energy Transfer Partners, and years of successive
Standing Rock Sioux Tribal Council resolutions passed in opposition to pipeline construction within the
boundaries of our treaty lands. The cumulative cost and expense in time and resources caused by poor access
to water or sanitation is staggering. This in and of itself is daunting. However, Dr Joseph Kamugisha, who
works at Kanombe Hospital, warns against excessive consumption of water. Is it really that hard to get clean
water? The young people got to work recording their love letters to the river, sharing them via social media,
and decided a few weeks later to set out on foot to deliver their petition signatures directly to the Army Corps
Region 8 Headquarters in Omaha, NE.


